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Topher Kearby explores the themes of heartbreak, love, happiness, wonder, and so much more

through poetry, words, and art. Enjoy modern poetry, scanned pieces of typed words on scraps, and

full color original artwork.Open your mind and let your heart go on an adventure.
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Topher Kearby quickly became one of my favorite poets after finding him on Instagram. Which I

know for some doesn't speak much because the whole "Instagram poet" phase is running strong

right now but trust me that is not the case with Topher or his writings. This books is nothing short of

phenomenal and I personally have read through it a multitude of times. Sometimes I find my self

scrolling through just to find a certain poem that I feel so relative to at that moment. I would highly

reccomend this book of poems as well as any of Topher's others to add to your library.

Topher is such a marvelous artist, through words AND color. He stays out of the lines of the typical



and invokes feelings that are not easily forgotten. You want to come back for more...more than just

needing to because you simply cannot help yourself, you choose to time and time again. If you have

found this beautiful artist it is no accident. Allow him to change your mind, to open your heart. Look

inside the corners of this book...seek out his name. Let the rawness do something to you that you

weren't expecting. Then pass it along to those around you and watch the world change just a little

more

This is just the best art fusion ever! It truly has something for everyone...like poetry? Like art? Like

poetry ON ART?! Well, if you answered yes to any of those questions this book is for you. It is filled

with beautiful words that run the gamut of emotions,some make you think, others make you laugh,

still others bring the tears (one made me want a cup of coffee, just sayin...). Topher's artwork has

such a unique style, like color spilling outside the lines...they are just beautiful. It's just an all around

visually stunning collection of things. You seriously won't be sorry you put this in your

cart....seriously :D

I just discovered Topher Kearby a couple months ago and I've been hooked ever since. Watercolor

Words makes you feel and think. Sometimes I feel like the words were written for me. His poems

make me feel joy and pain all at once. I feel lucky to have someone be vulnerable enough to share

such amazing poetry with us. I would recommend Watercolor Words to anyone looking for

something that really speaks to your soul!

I never knew who Topher Kearby was until a friend of mine showed me one of his poems on

Instagram. I started following him and became obsessed with reading his daily entries. I got this

book soon as I saw it on his page and immediately began to read it. I never put it down. It keeps you

captivated with the feelings you get with each poem. The realness of them all. I identified with many.

Its such a beautiful read.

I absolutely loved this book!!! The poetry touched me in so many ways!! He truly reaches you with

his words that are so relatable to each & every reader. The artwork is amazing!! Topher Kearby

definitely has a great way with expressing his words! I highly recommend this book & his new book

Magnificent Mess!!!Sincerely,Jennifer

A brilliant stringing together of words evoking emotion and touching both the light and the dark



places of ones soul. Topher's clever artwork makes me want to hold my breath while examining

each line. I'm very much looking forward to more work from this talented writer/artist

Topher is an extraordinary poet! I was mesmerized by his poetry. I started listing the poems that I

liked and soon realized they were too numerous to list! His conclusions were, at times, surprising

and I suggest that's the cornerstone of a good writer. Congratulations to this poet and I look forward

to his future writings. Sincerely, Vic Tomlinson
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